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Introduction to Augmented Cognition Solutions 

—— Information means nothing without being understood 

We now live in an era of information explosion. With the rapid 

development and use of information technology, the amount of information in 

enterprises doubled every two years, half is updated every three years, the 

number keeps growing exponentially. Though the way of saving and conveying 

knowledge and information has changed a lot by digital and network technology, 

the way to better understand and apply the knowledge and information doesn’t 

change too much.   

Enterprise intelligent management mainly refers to incorporate equipment 

with abilities like autonomous state-aware, real-time analysis, autonomous 

decision-making, precise execution, self-learning and so on. 

 

 Such type of management is beneficial for product and service 

standardization, modularization, but bad for adapting to more and more 

diversified customer needs nowadays; However enterprise talent management 

specially focus on participation by all people, converging wisdom from all people, 

and achieve collaborative innovation by smooth cooperation and close 

collaboration among all people.  
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Through talent management, the knowledge, information and processes 

are managed in much finer units, then converged by production and service 

rehearsal, finally turns into the customers unique needs. By talent management, 

massive knowledge, information and processes become understandable and 

applicable, communication and cognition among all people in enterprises is 

greatly promoted. Therefore augmenting cognitive capability is the core of 

dealing with information explosion.  

 

The heart concept of augmented cognition (AugCog) solution is: to design 

closed-loop systems to modulate information flow with respect to the user's 

cognitive capacity. On the basis of this concept, 3DVFA (3D Visual Factory 

Architecture) proposed “Augmented Cognition Advanced Manufacture Agile 

Management Solutions”. The solutions are to build up comprehensive systems 

that matching enterprise working flows based on augmented  3D participatory 

scenarios consistent with . The goal of 3DVFA augcog solutions is to enable all 

people in enterprise to see, to understand, to master and to do well; highly 

efficient communication and close collaboration among all people can be 

achieved. 
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3DVFA Profile 

Since 2007, 3DVFA′3D Visual Factory Architecture″started dedicating to 

research and develop augmented cognition solutions. The knowledge base of 

our development is a collection of computer graphics, cognitive psychology, 

semiotics, logic, communication science and so on. The technique base 

contains: data visualization, information visualization, knowledge visualization, 

scientific visualization, virtual , augmented . With nearly 10 years efforts, we 

successfully developed an augmented  3D visualization participatory scenario 

platform -- VizArena® .  (V for Visualization, I for Insight of contexts and Z for 

Zoom control).  

On the platform VizArena®, augmented  3D visualization participatory 

scenarios will be created. In industry application, the scenarios are called “Visual 

Factory Architecture” which is identical with real world. 

 

Through utilizing 3DVFA “Visual Factory Architecture”, customers could  

make one-to-one search and management of knowledge, information and data 

based on i9D. Particularly, customers could manage multi-media files now. 
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Through utilizing augmented 3D models and augmented 3D animations of visual 

factory architecture, the efficiency of knowledge using, information processing 

and data storing and transferring is greatly improved, therefore 3DVFA visual 

factory architecture becomes the critical tool of lean process management for all 

enterprises during their full lifecycles.  

 

So far, 3DVFA have completed more than 100 projects covering tobacco, 

petrochemical, port, fast moving consumer goods manufacturing, military and 

other industries. Around dozens of projects are in negotiation. Most of the 

projects brought remarkable benefits to our customers and have been widely 

accepted and recognized by them. For example, one global top-notch lean 

management FMCG corporation applied our solutions to equipment installation 

management, the project located in their new plant in Japan. The original 

working plan needed 100 workers and 90days; by adopting our plan, the whole 

project was completed in 24 hours. So many customers admit that the ROI using 

our solutions is far beyond than their expectation. 

What 3DVFA “Augmented 

Cognition Advanced Manufacture 

Agile Management Solutions” can do 

for industry customers has been far 

beyond the requirements from 

industry 4.0 and Made in China 2025. 

http://cn.bing.com/dict/search?q=negotiations&FORM=BDVSP6&mkt=zh-cn
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Augmented Cognition Advanced Manufacture 

Agile Management Solutions 

Knowledge, information and data are in the scope of cognition.  

We define them as following: 

 Knowledge: existing and established cognition. E.g. regulations, 

instructions, explanation, manuals, formula, laws, decisions, orders etc 

 Information: New cognition which hasn’t turned into knowledge and 

continuously produced through communication, cooperation. E.g. 

symbol, phenomenon, numerical value, data etc 

 Data: cognition storing and transferring mainly in the form of symbol, 

character and numerical value 

           

Knowledge, information and data management goals are as: 

 Knowledge management: accurate dispatching, understandable, easy 

to understand; 

 Information management:  

Collecting----Economical, complete, instant 

Processing----Finding out compatible contents through comparing 

Decision Making---- Decision making in seconds, accurate and 

Instruction,Process,Schedule, 

Operation standard,etc. 

3D Visualization Training 
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Just-In-Time (JIT) dispatching 

 Data management: cognition storing and transferring mainly in the form 

of symbol, character and numerical value. 

Key functions 

1. All for All VizInvisible ---Turn the things invisible or hard-to-be-compared 

into the visible 

Such as: inner structures, motion paths, and structure of subdivided 

management objects. 

2. All to All VizDispatch --- Visualized JIT tasks dispatch 

Just-In-Time (JIT) dispatch massive tasks and instructions to 

corresponding people based on each individual’s situation 

3. All from All VizEvaluation --- Visualized quality tracing & evaluation 

 Visualized collection of individual operating process 

 Visualized records for tracing quality 

 Visualized quality evaluation of every operating movement in every 

minute 
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Customer Benefits 

 Measurable training efficiency; 

 Promoted task dispatching accuracy and efficiency; 

 Measurable coordination efficiency; 

 Measurable reports’ utilization; 

 Reproducible best operation pattern; 

 Flexible management of product, personnel, process and equipment is 

achieved. 

 

3DVFA solutions could be participated by all people and applied through the 

whole lifecycle, from virtual planning, trial and error, optimizing, training and to 

quality tracing. 
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We’ve changed the way of managing knowledge, information and data。 

Digital World, Information World 

Before 

3DVFA Augmented  World 

 

Now 




